
“The South African wine 
industry” - WSET Diploma case 
study

Did World Cup 2010 change 
anything?

any campaigns?

trends in sales?

Law

appelations established to help with 
promotion and understanding - 
when? why? impact

The following information is compulsory for certified South African wines 
(Wosa, n.d.[c]):
- name of the area which is defined as a wine ward, district, region or 
geographical unit;
- name of the grape cultivar(s);
- vintage;
- the words “estate”, “vineyard”, “origin” and “vintage”; and
- the term “Wine of Origin”.

Wine of Origin

established in 1973

zones

geographical unit (Western Cape)

region (Coastal)

district (Stellenbosch)

ward (Bottelary)

single vineyard

not larger than 6ha

single variety

registered

85% from single vintage

85% from single variety

no law regarding

yields

irrigation

fertiliser

Every wine needs to be certified

in 1993 12% of wines were certified

in 2011 57% wines were certified

Tim James - “Wines of New South 
Afrika. Tradition and Revolution"

the most established and 
elaborated scheme outside of 
Europe

Cult wines

are there any?

names

why are they cult?

check

wine searcher

cellar tracker

blogs

Regions

sizes total 95 775ha

importance

styles

climates

Climates and soils vary as 
dramatically as landscape

Cape Doctor, wind that cooles the 
vines, reduces humidity, mildew  
and other fungal dieseses

sometimes batters the vines

Winklers scale

From III to V

but few, especially new sites 
experience cooler European-like 
cliamte (Winkler II)

from cool maritime Bot River

to semi-arid Klein Karoo
port style wines

and Merlot in easy drinking style

exports

In Stellenbosch alone there is 50 
types of soil

Swartland Revolution

 This vast hot, dry region north of 
Cape Town 

with wheat and other grains 
extensively planted.

was long known for producing 
rustic, high-alcohol wines suitable 
only for blending

was dominated by co-ops
table wines

brandy

visionaries like Charles Back 
(Spice Route) and Eben Sadie

Eben Sedie awarder Winemakers’ 
Winemaker Award 2017 by 
Institude of Master of Wine

worked before in Germany, Spain, 
USA

From 2000 creates wines is 
Swartland

extensive stock of old hillside 
vines

Swartland Independent Producers 
(SIP) association,

Rules

No inoculated yeast

no acidified

no added tannins

Specific variaties defined

mostly Rhone based

Syrah

Grenache

Mourvedre

Marsanne

Rouanne

Vognier

Tinta Barocca

Pinotage

Chenin Blanc

Semillon

No more than 25% aged in new 
wood

Burgundy shape bottle

Certification

Over 20 members

Affordable land prices

Promoting the sense of terroir

Stellenbosch
vineyards 16%

production 8.3%

Paarl
vineyards 16%

production 8.9%

Robertson
vineyards 13.8%

production 17.5%

Swartland
vineyards 13.5%

production 7.1%

Breedekloof
vineyards 13.5%

production 17.5%

Olifants River
vineyards 10.5%

production 15.3%

"significant improvements" - what 
improvements? when? viticulture? 
winemaking?

traveling winemakers?

UV-treated wines

The SurePure ultraviolet light machine is a new 
technological development that uses ultra violet rays to 
kill unwanted microbes and yeasts in fermenting wine 
juice which reduces the amount of sulphites that need to 
be added to wines

2009

screw caps

Vine Improvement Programme

History

In the 1960s KWV noticed that SA 
wines could be improved only 
through improving the conditions in 
the vineyards

A survey conducted in 1970 
indicated that 99,7% of the 
vineyards were infected with some 
or other harmful virus or virus 
combinations

 Success rates in nurseries were as 
low as 15 – 20% due to the effect 
of combinations of these viruses in 
the grafting materia

Young established vineyards were 
very uneven with lots of vines dying 
in the first year and gradual 
deterioration in later years.

Intiially Plant Improvement 
Programme was creates

In 1986 Vine Improvement 
Programme was established

First phase

 virus-free

leafroll virus

fanleaf

corky bark

“Growers are now able to produce 
more consistently ripe fruit that’s 
less likely to show the intensely 
herbaceous or tea-like flavors, not 
to mention the offputting notes of 
creosote and burnt rubber, that 
previously marred many of the 
Cape’s wine”

Antonio Galloni

yield controlling rootstock

clonal researchlocal clones and imported clones

better protocolscurrently the average age of virus 
free plantings is higher

Second phaseMatching grape variaties, rootstock, 
clones with the terroir

Certification of the planting material
considered the best in the worldWine Land magazine

as many as 90% of the planting 
material is certified

plant improvement has contributed 
to increased producer and nursery 
income and improved wine quality

Wine Land magazine

http://www.wineland.co.za/vine-
improvement-and-availability-of-
plant-material/

Vine Improvement Board

 ensure that the quality of plant 
material supplied to nurseries and 
wine farmers is constantly improved 
and disease avoided.

The official propagation of 
approved plant material is carried 
out under the aegis of the

2007 article Jancis Robinson

“incredible positive changes in the 
last 12 years"

"wines have so much more fruit and 
charm nowadays”

South African wineries should stop 
competing with each other and 
learn how to work together much 
more effectively. 

Leafroll virus

Promote the country
not focus on the problems

“ It is not enough to use silly and 
often inappropriate animals"

promote SA as a successful 
country

Stop seeking “South African 
Grange"

Discovery of new regions

Elgin

Walker Bay

Cape Agulhas

The requirements of brandy 
producers were met with plantings 
of high-yielding varieties. So 
growers of lower quality low-
yielding vines had to take actions

Change from 30% grapes for 
winemaking in 1990 to 75% in 2012

the rest goes to brandy production

Changes in plantings, from 18% of 
reds in late 1990s to 45% in 2012

Cab Sav

Cinsault

Shiraz

Tinta Barroca

Antonio Galloni says that 
Chardonnay, SB, Cab Franc, Syrah 
and blends are the future of SA

James Lawrence (Wine Searcher 
2018) says that 10 years ago it was 
hard to find good Pinotage

“Pinotage suffered - like so many 
South African reds - from an 
industry-wide tendency towards 
overripeness. As an early ripening 
grape, better suited to cooler areas, 
Pinotage suffered particularly from 
this,

"The winemaking paradigm was 
essentially to plant Pinotage in 
unsuitably hot areas, overcrop it to 
extreme levels, and then smoother 
the wines in new oak. Moreover, 
many vines were allowed to live 
with viruses, which was never going 
to lead to the best quality. It's no 
wonder Pinotage became the butt 
of industry jokes

 Anthony Hamilton RussellHamilton Russell vineyard

new winemakers

Nadia Sadie

Abrie BeeselaarKanonkop Wine EstateAwareded best winemaker award 
3rd time

International Wine and Spirit 
Competition 

more restrained, classic appeal

When viruses were the problem 
vineyards were replanted every 
15-20 years

however, some voneyards were 
neglected and there were no money 
to replant everything

In the 90s viticulturist Rosa Kruge 
discovered the depth, elegance and 
complexity of old vined during her 
travels

she led the re-discovery of old 
vines in SA

https://exploresideways.com/
whats-the-deal-with-old-vines-and-
why-do-they-matter-to-the-south-
african-wine-industry/

in recent years over 40% of the 
vineyards were replanted as the 
industry has realigned its product to 
compete globally, moving from 
volume production to noble 
cultivars and quality wines. 

WOSA

South African vineyards were once 
dominated by white grape varieties 
but the predominantly red new 
plantings shifted that. In the last 
four years, winegrowers have 
started planting more whites than 
reds, a reversal of the 10-year trend 
to planting more reds.

New winemakers

examples?Adi Badenhorst.A.A. Badenhorst
award winning

Swartland

names?

awards?

many travel to Norther hemispehere 
to gain experience

they are far less restrained by 
tradition than their parents and 
grandparents were.

Small barrels used for aging 
introduces in 1970s, developed in 
1980s and nowadays most of the 
producers use French oak for both 
reds and whites

Better techniques

canopy management

malolactic fermentation, and less 
flavour-stripping filtration

stabilisation

increasing vine densities

soil preparation, like addtion of 20 
tons of lime per hectare to achieve 
higher pH

irrigation with drip systems instead 
of fixed sprinklers

promotion of integrated production 
of wine (IPW), 

a voluntary environmental 
sustainability scheme established in 
1998

vintage 2000 was the first certified 
under this scheme

soil preparation

vine nutrition

irrigation

canopy management

growth regulations

integrated pest management

monitorse of pheromone traps

control

over crops are encouraged to 
reduce the use of herbicides and 
lessen the risk of erosion

handling of agrochemicalsonly registered chemicals can be 
used

cellar guidelines
use of sulphur

winery waste management

environmental management

e.g. slopes with a 20% gradient 
cannot be planted to avoid erosion

cleaning products need to be 
environment friendly no to pollute 
waters

records need to be kept

self-evaluation questionnaire and 
audited

based on pointsneed to reach a certain trashhold to 
be certified

example: Ken ForresterMr Chenin

Promotion of organic production

The difference often can be seen 
between old sited and new 
progresive growers

Biodiversity and Wine Initiative 
(BWI) 

parternship between wine industry 
and conservation sector

pervent further los of native wildlife 

promote changes in farming 
practices

example: Paul Cluver, Elgin

SWSA established

Sustainable Wine South Africa

alliance between

 Integrated Production of Wine 
(IPW)

Wine and Spirit Board (WSB)

Wines of South Africa (WOSA)

More skilled viticulturists

From 25 in 1986

to 80 in 2011

Tim James - “Wines of new SA. 
Tradition and Revolution"

However, they are not as well 
regarded as the winemakers

typical for New World

History

17th century?

South Africa has a centuries’ long 
tradition of winemaking; its first 
wine was pressed in 1659 (Du 
Plessis & Boom, 2008; Bruwer, 
2003; WOSA History, n.d.).

master thesis

- apartheid - wine was produced 
but no one was importing it

the industry was isolated from 
international competition during the 
years of 1934 to 1994 and catered 
mostly to the domestic market 
(Encyclopeadia Brittanica, n.d.)

entered the wine stage in 1995 it’s one of the newest entrants  on 
the world wine scene

even after NZ, who is very young

Competition is tough because 
South Africa has to compete with 
better quality wines made from 
more popular grape varieties, with 
competitors that are much larger, 
have better distribution channels 
and are better known brand names 
in the wine market (Ewert, 2005; 
Gaiter & Brecher, 2008).

master thesis

New Node

Dutch East India Company

Dutch East India Company

1655 first vines planted  French Muscadel 

February 2nd 1659 first wine 
pressed

In 1679 Simon van der Stel was 
appointed to succeed van Riebeeck 
as governor of the Cape Colony. 

was granted a piece of land planted 
grapes and called the estate 
Constantia

planted rows of European oak trees 
that would shield the vines from the 
strong gale-force winds of the Cape 
Doctor

van der Stel imported many grape 
varieties to his estate - Palomino, 
Chenin blanc, and Semillon 

The grapes were picked too early, 
were full of green acidity, rustic 
winemaking techniques and lack of 
hygiene. Throughout the Cape, van 
der Stel set high standards for wine 
production

He issued official decrees that 
imposed a high penalty on growers 
harvesting grapes before they were 
ripe or fermenting wine in dirty 
barrels.

Tho brought good reputation of 
Constantia wines across the Europe

ine expert Hugh Johnson has 
described Constantia as the first 
New World wine to enjoy 
international acclaim. 

In his 1816 work, Topographie de Tous les Vignobles Connus, the 
French oenologist André Jullien included the wines of Constantia 
in the highest category of his expansive quality classification of 
the world's wine. Ranking it just below the wines of Tokay

ordered by Napoleon on his exile to 
St-Helena

By the end of the 17th century there 
were over 1M vines planted

end of 17th century - French 
Huguenots brought French 
winemaking techniques while Dutch  
brought his innovations, like adding 
sulphur to stop the fermentation or 
adding brandy.

Franschhoek

In 1815 British consolidated their 
rule over South Africa

started importing the wine

 increased settlement and more 
ship traffic, this resulted in a 
doubling in size of the vineyard area 
in just a couple of decades. 

By 1825, 31 million vines were 
planted, and wine accounted for 
more than half the value of the 
Cape's exports

But Biritish started ti import much 
less and this le dto overproducton 
and priced dropped dramatically in 
1840

1859 oidium hit 

1886 phylloxera hit

it took more than 20 years to 
recover

many winemakers gave up 
winemaking and started planting 
other fruit

The growers who replanted their 
vineards often use high yielding 
varieties, lie Cinsault

this led to high quantiny of wines 
produced

1918 KWV  Koöperatieve 
Wijnbouwers Vereniging van Zuid-
Afrika Bpkt  established

initially co-operative, started to gain 
power and political influnces

started to set policies and prices in 
the industry

by 1924 95% of all vineyard owners 
belonged to KWV

limiting yields, regulate methods, 
imposed quotas on wine produced

they brought stability but limited 
innovation

setting the min price for wine 
destined for brandy production

In 1940 the power was extended 
and KWV could set the prices for 
table wine as well

In 1957 KWV was allowed to set 
quotas  for wine prouction

did not distinguish bad from good 
wine

Farmers were just growing grapes 
with quantity over qality in minds

KWV would make, bottle, market 
and sell the wines

Co-operative Wine Growers’ 
Association

1925 Pinotage variety created as a 
cross between Pinot Noir and 
Cinsault

Prof. Perold Stellenbosch University

robust Cinsault with compelx Pinot 
Noir which was hard to grow

First bottle of Pinotage produced in 
1961 by Stellenbosch Farmers' 
Winery 

 First Cap Classique sparkling wine 
on the market was Simonsig 
Kaapse Vonkel Brut 1971

1971 Stellenbosh wine route 
inaugurated

Because of Apartheid in the 
secondd part of the 20th century 
SA did not receive much of the 
world wide attention

1973 Wine of Origin scheme 
inaugurated 

similar to European appelation law

During Apartheid

the wine industry suffered from 
sanctions that kept their wines out 
of the U.S. and many other 
important export markets

 South Africa’s wine farms had little 
incentive to produce wines that 
could compete in a global setting

winemakers rarely traveled 
internationally, were out of touch 
with new developments in the world 
of wine

1994 Apartheid disestablished and 
it opened SA to the world

it’s one of the newest entrants  on 
the world wine scene
even after NZ, which is very young

applying new viticulture and 
winemaking techniques

flying winemakers

new varities

Shiraz

Cabernet

Chardonnay

1995 a competition vs Australia

Organised by South African Airlines

Cape Town

SA won in 3 categories (bitting 
Grange) and lost in 8

SA won i oped dry white, rieslings 
and sweet wines

SAA was pressed to stop 
sponsorship of the event

next competitions against Chile and 
Argentina were canceled

1998 sustainability thinking 
intorduced

1999 KWV becomes a private 
company

brought innovation 
andimprovements in quality

before that 1992 dropped quota 
system

1994 dropped minimum pricing

still exists but as a wine producer 
not a regulatory body

advisory services

administration of Wine of Origin

Vinpro services association fo country’s primary 
producers

SAWIS collects industry information

Winetech Coordinates research, traning and 
technology tranfer

Bginning of 21th century - Black 
Economic Empowerement

2003 VinPro Establisged collaborated with

SALBA

SAWIS

WINETECH

WOSA

2005 SALBA established

South African Liquor Brand owners 
Association

a non-profit organisation

manufacturers and distributors of 
liquor products in the liquor 
industry 

 South African Sommeliers 
Association  established in 2010

 non-profit organization and aims to 
offer its services to local and 
international 

Best Sommelier of South Africa 
competition hosted in 2016

2010 seal fro suistanable wines 
established

wine meets certain environmental 
guidelines

introduce natural predators to the 
farm

minimise use of chemicals

safety of the workers

protect the biodiveristy

vineyards and cellers are 
independently accredited every 3 
years

60% of brands used it

2011 - 85%

allows to trace the grapes from vine 
to bottle based on the number on 
the seal

2016 WISE programme

What happened after financial crisis 
in 2008?

The South African wine industry was regulated between 1918 and 
1995 by the KWV (Ewert, 2005). The KWV regulated planting quotas, 
minimum prices and guaranteed a minimum price for surplus grapes; 
it was also the only exporter of South African wine (Ewert, 2003). 
Grape farmers therefore focused on producing the required tons per 
hectare and not quality grapes or wines. Another result of regulation 
by the KWV was that wine makers were not required to have or 
develop any marketing skills

master theses

When the wine industry was deregulated in 1995, 
wine makers suddenly had to compete not only with 
each other, since domestic pricing regulations were 
done away with, but also internationally. Furthermore, 
imports from other countries quickly flooded the 
domestic market 

Stats

Wine production898.4 million litres down from 968m 
in 2015

There are about 100,000 hectares 
of vineyard in South Africa

Farms vinegrownig3145 from 3232 in 2015 and 3314 
in 2014

South Africa is the 7th largest 
producer of wine in the world in ters 
of volume, 3.9% of world wine

After China, before Chile

Chenin Blanc is the most widely 
planted variety in South Africa

White varietals 55%

Chenin Blanc 18%Down from 33% in 1993

Colombard 12%

Souvingon Blanc 10%

Red varietals 45%

Cab Sav 11%5.5% in 1993

Shiraz 10%

Pinotage 7.4%

Per capita cosumption 

12L annually

Portugal 55L

Italy 45L

Today South Africa exports around 
450 million litres of wine

exports

from 280 M litres in 2005 to 430 M 
litres 2016

Sparkling from 1.5M in 2005 to 
almost 4M in 2016

fortified dropped from 400K in 2005 
to 380K in 2016

Export markets

total

UKfrom 28% in 2010 to 23% in 2016

Germany 19-18%

Netherlands 7-5%

Canada icnrease 4-6%

Russia increase 5 to 7%

bulk

UKfrom 50% in 2003 to 20% in 2016

Netherlandsfrom 19 to 9%

Sweden 7 to 9%

Germany7 to 11%

USA 3 to 6%

China now 6%

Afrika now 8%

http://www.sawis.co.za/info/
download/
Book_2016_statistics_year_english
_final.pdf

http://www.topwinesa.com/sa-
winelands/sa-wine-industry-
statistics/

Grapes

Chenin

since when?

Characteristics

Styles

Pinotage

who?

When?

Why?

what is the trend?

Characteristics

Professor Perold created South 
Africa’s very own varietal, called 
Pinotage, in 1925. The first 
pinotage was sold under the name 
‘Lieberstein’ which topped sales of 
31 million litres in 1964, making it 
the largest selling bottled wine in 
the world at that time (Pinotage 
Association, 2008; Swanepoel & 
Bailey, 2008).

master thesis

Vintages

devastating weather conditions in 
late 2009 and early 2010 which 
halved production per hectare of 
some farmers in the Stellenbosch 
area

master thesis

How world trends are popular in SA

natural wine

organic
South Africa is one of the leading 
organic wine-producing countries in 
the world (Howe, 2008).

master thesis

biodynamic

WISE Programme

Wine Industry Strategic Exercise

Goals for 2025

Increase RIO

From 2% to 5%

< 1%

droughts

costs

inflation

stagnant wine prices

13% producers have sustianble 
income

44% are break even

40% are making loss

From 4300 in 2005 to 3200 in 2026

Business modelFrom production driven to value-
chain driven

Black owned land & Water

From 1.5 to 20%

2,5%

there are currently 52 black 
economic empowerment
projects

Local wine sales 

from 330 M litres to 430 M litres

402 M Litresmostly bag in the box segment

80% of the wines are sold  below 
R26 per liter

about 2 USD

less than 5% are sold above R65 
per liter

Around 5 USD

Export bulk vs packaged
60: 40 to 40:60

61:39

ethical accredited volume
From 20% to 100%

66%

Export markets USA:China: Afrika
1:2:5% to 7:7:10%

Value grown in China at about 
18% and grown in USA and Afrika

Wine tourism
From R 6 BN to 15 BN

Increase in people coming to the 
Cape Town airport by 22%

Employment levelsFrom 250K to 350K

http://vinpro.co.za/wp-content/
uploads/2018/01/
VinPro_StateOfTheIndustry_Infogra
phic_2018.pdf

State of the industry, January 2017

http://vinpro.co.za/state-sa-wine-
industry/

Commented by The Wine 
Economist blog, Feb 2017

Driven by cross-industry 
organisations

Wines of South Africa

VinProRepresentative organisation for 3 
500 wine producers and cellars.

SalbaSalba:South African Liquor 
Brandowners Association

SawisSA Wine Industry Information and 
Systems

WineTechpromotionWinetech

Six main work streams

ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT & 
DEVELOPMENT

HUMAN RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT & TRAINING

KNOWLEDGE & INFORMATION 
DEVELOPMENT

MARKET DEVELOPMENT & 
PROMOTION

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT & 
UPLIFTMENT

TECHNOLOGY INNOVATION & 
TRANSFER

10 projects to address 6 
workstreams

Culture in SA

do they drink wine?

In South Africa, the main substitute product is beer, which 
dominates the alcoholic beverage market (Thomas, 2010c). 
Beer accounted for almost 80% of all liquor consumed by 
volume during 2009. In terms of value, beer accounted for 
49%, spirits 26% and wine only 13.4% of the alcoholic 
beverage market (Thomas, 2010c). The remaining 11.6% of the 
alcoholic beverage market comprises other alcoholic 
beverages such as brandy and alcoholic fruit beverages.

master thesis

What is the current data?

South Africa wine producers sell 
52% of their wines locally and 48% 
of their wines internationally

very dependant on the local 
consumers

However, only 11% of South 
African adults are regular wine 
consumers

SABMiller’s strategy of keeping 
beer price increases below the 
inflation rate. South Africans are 
mainly beer consumers and will not 
easily substitute beer for wine if it is 
marginally more expensive

South African consumers bought 
only 297 million litres of wine during 
2009, averaging to 6.3 litres per 
inhabitant, placing South Africa 
32nd in the world

France  - 31L

compare to other countries

UK

France

NZ

Other

Prices in the main markets

"Much investment" - what kind? 
how does it compare to other?

South Africa’s research facilities and university resources 
compare well with those of other new world wine countries 
such as Chile, Argentina and India (Manuel, 2007).

MWs and MSes from SA?

Awards?
Wine Spectator 100from last few years and how many 

wines were from SA

Decanter

Market

Exports?

To where?

Biggest markets

Trendsused to export to UKstopped as the relation between 
French and British became better

Imports

The South African wine industry 
ranks eighth in overall wine 
production in the world, with 
domestic sales of wine amounting 
to 356.1 million litres and exports 
reaching nearly 412 million litres in 
2008

master thesis

this industry forms the backbone of 
the economy of many districts in 
the Western Cape

master thesis

SAWIS, 2009a; SAWIS, 2009b; Swanepoel & 
Bailey, 2008) 

to check

Joubert (in Thomas, 2010a) states 
that no more than 3 to 5% of wine 
farmers are currently making a 
profit.

master thesis

check source

In 2009 alone, the cost of wine 
production increased by 13%, more 
than double South Africa’s overall 
inflation rate (Thomas, 2010a).

New World vs Old World- differences/similarities between 
other New World countries

marketing campaigns

in countries

you tube?https://www.youtube.com/channel/
UCe5mKMHoI047FMR5FPcW8Vg

37 subscriberscompare to other

social media?
twitter?

how often?

compare to other

facebook

Tourism

Data

How much does it cost to visit 
wineries?

Stellenbosch Wine Route

The whole master thesis

Wine Festivals?

There are 16 wine routes in the Western and Northern Cape, most within 100 km of 
Cape Town (Wines of South Africa, n.d.[e]). These routes include Breedekloof, 
Constantia Wine Route, Paarl Vintners, Tulbagh Wine Route and Wellington Wine 
Route (Wines of South Africa, n.d.[e]). By far the most popular wine route in the 
Western Cape is the Stellenbosch Wine Route, followed by the Paarl and Franschhoek 
Wine Routes

Studies undertaken by Cape Metropolitan Tourism during the 
summer of 2008 and 2009 indicate that the visitation of the 
wine routes by international and domestic tourists was 
ranked as the fourth most popular tourist attraction in South 
Africa

What are the general tourist trends 
in SA?

Thanks to weak currency the food 
and accommodation are cheaper 
for tourists

what the future brings?

SWOT analysis

Strengths

The variety of wines and wine-growing regions. South Africa’s unique 
terroir with many different soils and different micro- climates ensure 
that South Africa produces a host of unique wines.

Current consumer interest in organic wines. South Africa is a world 
leader in terms of producing organic wines.

South Africa’s position on the globe is also favourable with regard to 
global warming.

South Africa’s research facilities and excellent university resources 
compare well to other new world wine countries such as Chile, 
Argentina and India.

South Africa is one of the forerunners in terms of sound environmental 
legislation

Weaknesses

rising costs

new entrant to the market

long distribution chain

producers disattached from 
consumers

low profit margins

Recent studies have shown that of 
the average retail (shelf) price of 
R24 for a 750ml bottle of wine, the 
producing winery receives only 44 
cents.

less than 2%

master thesis

Product focus vs marketing focus

 Most wineries still focus on 
producing the best quality wine at a 
reasonable price, believing that the 
product would sell itself, spending 
very little on marketing and 
branding their product (Van Rooyen 
in Media Vision Consultants, 2008).

master thesis

Van Rooyen - former CEO of Wines 
of South Africa

not sustainable, with China and 
India coming into the market

Wine industry is fragmented and production 
quality cannot be properly managed or 
predicted, the industry comprises of more than 
600 estates which makes it difficult to 
coordinate and consolidate South Africa’s 
marketing efforts internationally.

Economy

the collapse of the world’s financial markets in 2008 had a major impact on 
the wine industry. Consumers are trading down because of a decrease in 
their disposable income (Fridjhon, 2008; McNulty, 2010; Nielsen Company, 
2009; SAWIS, 2009a). This affects all wine products from the very 
expensive to the cheapest; the price consciousness of consumers has 
also increased worldwide and not only in South Africa (Smale, 2008; This 
is money, 2009; Veseth, 2008; Cape Business News, 2009b). Furthermore, 
the recession has not only caused consumers to buy less and cheaper 
wine, but the cost of making wine has also increased 

The value of the rand fell steadily after the democratisation of South Africa 
in 1994 and reached an all-time low of R13.26 to one US dollar in 
December 2001 (Afrol, 2002). The rand subsequently recovered to R7.22 in 
August 2010 

South Africa has a high unemployment rate with nearly 24% of the working 
population unemployed during the first six months of 2010 (Indexmundi, 
2010). This has a direct impact on the level of disposable income available 
on the domestic market, which in turn affects the profit margins of wineries.

Low domestic per capita consumption compared to other wine 
producing countries.

The 2016 problems

weakened rand

internal political turmoil

low rainfall

global political uncertainty
Brexit

Trump

OPPORTUNITY
quality focus since 90s alows to 
manage the prices and income 
even when yields are smaller

No investments and investigation of 
the well suited variaties for the 
Mediterranean climate

top 5 varieties - 60%

top 10 - 85%

no investment in the varieties from 
Italy or Portugal

ironically WOSA uses “Diversity is 
in our nature” as their slogan

refers to floral kingdom

Opportunities

Healthy food->organic
South Africa is one of the leading 
organic wine-producing countries in 
the world (Howe, 2008).

master thesis

Environment

South Africa is a world leader in 
producing both organic and 
environmentally friendly wines and 
a forerunner in terms of sound 
environmental legislation (Manuel, 
2007).

master thesis

South Africa is also the first country to bottle wine in a 
plastic polyethylene terephthalate (PET) bottle which is 
fully recyclable and has a much lower carbon footprint 
than glass. The PET bottles also weigh 50g instead of 
400g which incurs huge savings in local and export 
transport costs (Chance, 2010).

master thesis

Fair trade

With more than 22 Fairtrade certified wineries, 
constituting more than 50% of the global Fairtrade 
certified wine grape producers, South Africa has the 
largest number of Fairtrade certified wineries in the 
world

master thesis

As consumers become increasingly aware of the trading 
practices of wineries, especially in New World wine 
countries, the demand for fairtrade has dramatically 
increased (Wine Intelligence, 2009).

master thesis

Wine tourism

Good trade relations with new emerging wine 
markets – Brazil, China and India

Social trend towards a healthier, more environmentally 
conscious lifestyle (e.g. ultra violet light energy, organic, 
light carbon footprint)

Social-media marketing

Emerging black middle class

Market leader Distell’s Group, 
chief executive, Richard Rushton

success for South African wines 
globally requires building 
premium wine brands at scale, in 
important wine markets.

Johan Krige from Kanonkop

see the mention of him

There are not quick fixes

he’s been building his success for 
35 years

lifestyle business, not wine 
business

New Varieties Cab Franc

1%

vineyard areas decreased but the single varietal bottlings 
rosed

Su Birch, winemaker “scalpel that delivers flavours with 
great precision"

http://www.the-buyer.net/opinion/
is-cabernet-francbecoming-the-
most-exciting-grape-variety-to-
come-out-of-south-africa/

Threats

Fluctuating exchange rate makes 
the market very unpredictable to 
exporters

Competition by other beverages in 
the domestic market

Competition from other emerging 
wine markets

Over-production of wine worldwide

Unemployment rate and the 
potential risk of social unrest

Natural disasters

Prices

“There's a critical price problem for 
the South African wines. It's very 
difficult to get the right prices” - 
Ken Forester

VinPro says that 40% of its 3200 
producers are loss-making

900 producers resigned in the last 
decade

2% return on investment said the commuication chief for 
VinPro

“South African brands are often 
viewed as value for money only. 
That needs to shift for quality, 
image and branding.” - Edo Heyns, 
communication chief VinPro

Ken Forrester complaints that 
mostly cheap wine is exported

"When the market opened up to 
exports in 1994, everybody was 
curious about South Africa. But 
instead of selling our better wines, 
we were selling bulk wines by 
millions of litres. The only kind of 
brand we had was price, and the 
price was cheap”

Jan Coetzee

https://www.fin24.com/Companies/
Agribusiness/critical-price-problem-
for-the-sa-wines-20170424

Humas rights

The data from the report from 2001 
and compare to the ones from 
master thesis (page 40)

Research conducted by the Wine Industry 
Development Association (WIDA) into the BEE status 
of the wine industry found that 38% of wine 
operations have empowerment initiatives, 4.4% of 
wine operations have some degree of black 
ownership and only 2.3% are black owned (Planting, 
2010).

master thesis

Minimum wage legislation came into effect after the 
democratisation of South Africa (Van Wyk, 2010). This 
had a negative impact on the cash flow and 
profitability of wine farms and farmers have therefore 
resorted to contracting or outsourcing manual labour 

there are currently 52 black 
economic empowerment
projects

Till 1962 when it was abolished
alcohol could be given to the 
workers as part of their salary

was used partially as a social 
control

but laster much longer

“Ethical seal” introuduced in 2012Wine and Agricultural Ethical 
Trading Association

“changes in trade structure" - 
what is the structure? what has 
changed? 

Other, possibly useful, 
information

The International Wine and Spirit 
Record (IWSR) states that the 
global wine market was worth 
US$151 817 billion in 2008 and is 
expected to grow by a further 
8.05% in value between 2009 and 
2013. 
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